
BUSINESS REPORT DOCUMENT FORMAT

Most business reports follow a simple structure comprising the cover sheet, table of contents, executive summary, main
body of the report, conclusion and.

The Art styles with their clip-art borders might be too garish for professional documents. Insert it at the right
place towards the end of the document. Right-click the illustration you want to add a caption to. You have a
lot of control over page numbers. Even, the artistically challenged will find this part easy because Microsoft
Word comes packaged with default themes and visual styles. It will then be available should your reader need
to see it. From the drop-down menu, select Field. Use the four corner buttons in the Preview window to select
the sides of the page to draw borders. In this case, we are adding the number to the footer, but you can put
them at the top or even at the margins. But I think you should use them at every opportunity to save a lot of
time. Read on below to find out what you need to include in your business report and how you should present
it. Save and reuse your own Quick Parts in two steps: Select the phrase, sentence, or other portion of your
document that you want to save to the gallery. Select Add Caption. Or, some introductory information. The
bibliography is one of the most painstaking jobs in an academic report. The header and footer space is inserted
in your document with placeholder text or table. To learn more about text formatting, review our lesson on
Choosing Fonts for Business Documents , or refer to our Word tutorial. Just as easily, you can re-use the saved
snippet of content. Enter your text and then select Close Header and Footer. You have to consider what is the
most logical and comprehensive way to present your report. But what if you want to keep a bunch of lines
together on a page or column and not have them separate because of a page break? Try Shadow or 3-D with
the right colors to add a subtle but elegant border. AutoText: Word has retained the old AutoText feature. Who
are the readers of this report? Select Insert, then select either Header or Footer from the group.


